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Lump-sums:  

simplification on probation 

This position paper was established by ANRT following consultation of the members of its ERA club.  

ANRT’s ERA club comprises 42 organizations representing 3 5⁄  of H2020 funding paid to France.   

 

On 28 February 2017, the European Commission (EC) presented a simplification measure in its 

research and innovation programme. Entitled “lump-sum funding”, the aim is to grant lump sums 

to consortiums each time they accomplish a work package (WP). Unlike the previous funding of 

actual costs, with this new type of grant, beneficiaries are exonerated from financial controls. 

However, introducing lump sums to the research field does bring several problems. With this 

advice paper, ANRT’s ERA club presents its reaction to the first draft of the grant agreement for 

this pilot and invites the EC to transpose the following recommendations.    

 

Criteria should remain flexible  

Currently, consortiums cannot always anticipate every eventuality that they will come across in 

their research. They can suggest criteria for evaluating the achievement of their activities, but only 

to the best of their knowledge. Given the uncertain nature of R&I, no action is exempt from a 

reorientation of tasks during the project. If this were not the case, teams would have to work for 

months on tasks that were no longer relevant. Just as it is possible to change these tasks during 

the action today, it should be possible to revise the criteria for evaluating them.  

Given this unpredictable character of research, the risk is a high number of amendments to the 

agreement. Yet currently, negotiating an amendment with the EC is a long process, often taking 

from six months to one year. This brings the risk of delaying team research and not meeting WP 

deadlines, established at each period end. A new objective of 3 months for an amendment to be 

accepted would ease things. When revising criteria, consortiums could also suggest a reallocation 

of lumps sums between different WPs.  

On the other hand, when reallocating lump sums within the same WP, between beneficiaries, an 

amendment should not be required. Like today, the responsibility of each partner should be 

limited to the sums that it has actually received. In case of a beneficiary’s adjustment, the EC 

should simply request an updated payment report from the coordinator.  
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All grants should correspond to full costs  

Until now, it has always been the consortiums, based on an estimated budget, that have suggested 

the sum for their proposals. The EC decides whether or not to accept this estimate based on the 

recommendations of reviewers. However, with the new lump-sum system, for some projects the 

EC is thinking about establishing this amount right from the call for projects (“option 1”). 

Consortiums will not be able to make counter proposals: they will have to take it or leave it. 

Beneficiaries will not therefore need to include an estimated budget in their proposals.  

Yet not including a budget does not mean that no budget exists. Whenever consortiums file a 

request, they estimate their expenditure and compare it to the amount of the grant. If the 

proportion of self-financing is too high, in other words if the sum requested is too low, the 

beneficiaries have no other option than to propose less, or reduce the quality. In doing so, they 

exchange excellence for a lower bid. Yet, as the Commission has repeated so often, excellence 

should be the only selection criterion in the framework programme. Lastly, not revealing an 

estimated budget can complicate relations between beneficiaries. When it is up to consortiums to 

divide up financing to match individual needs, it can give rise to power relationships.  

In option 2, the consortiums suggest the grant amount themselves. This involves providing an 

estimated budget featuring the costs of individual participants. This is currently the most common 

solution in the framework programme. Organizations are not only familiar with it, they also highly 

appreciate its transparency. It should remain the one and only way of increasing an amount; 

option 1 is more complicated and less user-friendly overall.  

 

Consortiums should be able to receive several pre-financing payments  

In Horizon 2020, all projects are split into periods. At the end of each period, the beneficiaries can 

request funding for terminated activities. With lump sums, the EC only pays out for an activity once 

all of the criteria have been achieved. In the event of delay, consortiums must wait for the next 

period, often amounting to 18 months. Unless they redefine their WPs to correspond exactly to 

each period, beneficiaries therefore risk having to self-fund most of the project. 

The current pre-financing model, which is based on a period average (e.g. a project in 3 periods 

receives one third of the funding) is insufficient to cover this cash requirement. Organizations with 

limited working capital, like SMEs, are the most vulnerable and risk bankruptcy. In many other 

organizations, participating in a long-term project and only receiving payment in the final period 

would be considered unviable by the management. A higher single pre-financing would not solve 

the problem either. An upward revision of pre-financing would make the coordinator’s job a great 

deal more complex and bring a risk of conflict in the consortium 
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One reasonable solution would be that the coordinator could request, at the end of each period, a 

second or even third pre-financing payment from the project officer. These additional pre-

financing payments would depend on the project’s general progress. Their refusal should be an 

exception rather than the rule. This option already exists in the lump-sum model - CSA on the 

participant’s portal.  

 

The Commission should produce precise guidelines  

The first calls for projects on the “lump-sum funding” pilot are due in November 2017. Given the very 

short deadline, it is indispensable that the EU should publish guidelines stipulating the notions of “criteria” 

and “WP” straight after the summer break. These recommendations could take the form of examples, 

including taking previously funded projects and associating them with criteria.  

With a success rate of around 11%, Horizon 2020 is a highly competitive framework programme. 

Nevertheless, applicants should not be tempted to overbid and define over-ambitious criteria in their 

proposals. It is essential to reaffirm the principle of activity-based funding and to give reviewers clear 

instructions to exclude results-based proposals.  

In the “lump-sum funding” pilot, auditors will only examine the project’s technical content, i.e. 

whether the criteria have been completed. In order to prepare for this event, participants would gain 

by learning the profile of their auditors and their options in case of conflict of interest, the 

confidentiality rules, and the sanctions applicable in the case of non-respect, along with the quality 

and nature of the proof that will be requested of them. A deontological code and a description of 

the contradictory procedure would also be necessary. Lastly, it should be recognized that by in 

taking part in this pilot, beneficiaries will be putting aside familiar practices and exposing themselves 

to totally new procedures. The first audits should therefore aim to support research rather than 

sanction any negligence.  

 

The pilot should be extended to FP9 

From 2018 to 2020, only two project calls will be concerned by the “lump-sum funding” pilot, 

which is too few to draw conclusions for the forthcoming framework programme due in 2021. 

Beyond this date, one solution would be to extend the pilot to more calls for proposals, about ten, 

providing a more representative sample of the framework programme. Extending the experiment 

would also provide an occasion to test the lump sum out on reputedly complex projects, i.e. 

fundamental, with numerous partners, or a significant budget. At the end of the experiment, the 

EC would possess sufficient evidence to decide on whether to integrate lump sums into the 

framework programme.  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/mga/lumpsum/h2020-mga-lumpsum-multi_en.pdf

